MEMORANDUM FOR SEE DISTRIBUTION

SUBJECT: United States Forces Korea (USFK) Command Policy Letter #11, Physical Fitness Incentive Policy

1. Maintaining high levels of physical fitness is critical to accomplishing our mission in United States Forces Korea. The North Korean threat and harsh conditions on the Korean Peninsula require us to be ready at all times. Physical fitness is a critical aspect of my Command Priority of “Sustain Force and Family Readiness.” An incentive to provide additional command attention and to inspire achievement is instituted for all USFK units. Units that achieve excellence in physical fitness will be recognized with a USFK Physical Fitness Streamer for their guidon or colors.

   a. Criteria for Recognition. The standard to achieve this recognition is for 100% of the unit to pass their respective Physical Fitness Test and to achieve the following unit average:

      (1) U.S. Army: 270 unit average on the Army Physical Fitness Test.

      (2) U.S. Navy: 90 unit average on the Navy Physical Readiness Test.

      (3) U.S. Air Force: 90 unit average on the USAF Fitness Test.

      (4) USMC: 250 unit average on the USMC Physical Fitness Test and 270 unit average on the Combat Fitness Test.

   b. Physical Fitness Testing. Physical Fitness testing will be in accordance with each respective service’s regulations. Scores must be current to be counted in the unit average.

   c. Award Submission. Units that meet the above criteria will submit a memorandum through the first O6 or equivalent commander to USFK J1 outlining the unit’s physical fitness testing results. J1 will verify that the unit has met the required criteria and procure streamers to be placed on unit guidons or colors. If all subordinates units earn the award, then the higher headquarters can display the streamer. For example, all companies in a battalion have been awarded the streamer then the battalion is authorized to display the streamer.

2. USFK J1 Awards section will be the OPR for procurement of the streamers. The streamers will be purchased using Government Purchase Card (GPC) and the cardholder will be responsible for capturing streamer costs each month utilizing established GPC procedures.

3. USFK Joint Staff members will fall under their respective service chain of command for this policy.

4. This policy remains in effect until specifically rescinded or superseded.
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5. Point of contact is USFK J1, Policy and Programs at 723-5632.

//ORIGINAL SIGNED//
CURTIS M. SCAPARROTTI
General, U.S. Army
Commander
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